
FooDriver is the world's first
decentralized App that will
completely change people's
experience in shopping,
delivering and selling. The dApp
will be a great contribution to
the sharing economy. The dApp
is made to work worldwide.

1
FooDriver is an innovative dApp that is
used for customer motivation and delivery.
But it is more than that - it benefits not
only store/restaurant owners and
customers but, crucially also, deliverymen.

2 It works with Android and iOS

3
The FooDriver dApp has a large number of
marketing tools which help restaurant/store
owners to increase client loyalty and the
average bill.

4 It equally benefits store/restaurant owners,
delivery men and customers.

5
A Smart Contract runs the FooDriver dApp,
controls all its functionality, and guarantees a
satisfactory outcome to all 3 types of users.
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Foodriver is a revolutionary leap beyond
conventional delivery apps! Our cutting-edge
smart contract isn't just a crypto payment
acceptor; it's a dynamic ecosystem meticulously
designed to harmonize the interactions among
the three key users of our platform. Its mission?
To seamlessly connect users, ensuring a flawless
fulfillment of obligations, leaving everyone
involved not just satisfied, but instantly thrilled
by a 100% gratifying experience! 
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We firmly assert that forward-thinking regions
like the UAE, Saudi Arabia, and Qatar are
uniquely poised to recognize and embrace our
innovative endeavors in implementing Web 3.0
technologies. Our vision extends beyond the
realm of gaming, extending into the tangible
sectors of the economy and the daily lives of
ordinary people. It is widely acknowledged that
Web 3.0 will soon become the driving force
behind all facets of our existence. Positioning
ourselves at the forefront of this imminent global
transformation is not merely an opportunity; it
is a strategic imperative for ushering in a
monumental era of change.



According to worldwide statistics, the
delivery market is growing very rapidly,
and especially now following on from
these recent years of global pandemic
(400% growth per year in the delivery
market) that changed consumer habits
for good and established “delivery” in
itself as a huge and still strongly growing
market segment that needs to modernize
to catch up with this growth. 



Each country has its own players in
the delivery market - but market
research and statistics show that
not many of them have been using
the latest strategies and
technologies, making many of
these old-style delivery companies
easy prey to be pushed out of
business. 

Being ready to go as the first with this
innovative approach will allow the early
investors in FooDriver to profit greatly

from an expected explosion in the
adoption of FooDriver across multiple

segments and geographies.



FooDriver is a fully completed and
operational dApp that has entered
into Beta-testing. Currently, we
are working on coding the smart
contract and broadening the initial
“community of use”.

There are a lot of known issues that can
occur between deliverymen and today’s

delivery companies such as demands for
unrealistic delivery times, lack of safety,
irregular working hours, and low salaries.

The unique capabilities of our smart
contract to create an unlimited number
of jobs also allow us to solve the issues
of delivery speed and instant payments

to deliverymen.

Smart contract scenarios solve the problems of all
application users, instantly and automatically. In 99
percent of cases of disagreement, there is no
need to contact online support, which greatly
improves the quality of service.
FooDriver also cuts costs (2-3 times) for the
restaurant owners that they usually pay. 



We are an international team of
blockchain enthusiasts with unique
experiences. We all believe that the
success of the future lies in the
development of technology. After
working together for the last 3 years,
we have become like one big family
driven by the same goal, and we are
open to you joining in our imminent
success.



CONTACT US

Website: foodriver.site

Email: carinajohnson@foodriver.site

Telegram: Shuriki88

Phone Number: 
+34652222807

+971586850602


